
Audio Software for Computers (Others available for Apple computers) 

JRiver: 
http://www.jriver.com/ 

Juke box:  Free, but does not allow 24-88 upsample encoding. You can Rip CD’s 

     Has limited capabilities (fewer options) for use with external DACs 

     Fine to use with your built-in computer sound card. 

 

Media Center 20: Full featured program. Download and use free for 30 days. 

   Permanent license is $50 

Available for Windows, Apple, and Linux computer platforms. You can install on 3 of your personal 

computers if they are using the same platform, e.g. all windows or all Apple. 

A more expensive license is available if you want to install on multiple computers in your home 

that have different operating systems, e.g. a Windows computer and an Apple computer.  

 

Foobar 2000: 
http://www.foobar2000.org/download 

Free - full featured program.  It takes a little more computer knowledge to use. 

Have to download separate modules to accomplish different tasks. 

 

Audacity Sound Editor: 

http://sourceforge.net/projects/audacity/ 

Free -  multi-track audio editor and recorder for Windows, Mac OS X, GNU/Linux and other operating systems. 
Will rip CD’s and upsample files.  Also lets you edit the sound wav, e.g. you could delete clapping at beginning or end of a song, 
change the pitch, change loudness, etc.  
 

Soundforge, Izotope, and Protools are professional sound editing tools.   

Not Free - $250-$1000. 
http://www.sonycreativesoftware.com/soundforgepro 

$400  Includes many of the Izotope resampling tools 

 

https://www.izotope.com/en/products/mixing-mastering/ozone/?gclid=CLbY_ujlrcUCFSYV7AodRVAAKw 

$250 to $1000 

 

http://www.sweetwater.com/c1108--Avid--Pro_Tools_Software 

Many Packages to choose from 

http://www.jriver.com/
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http://www.sweetwater.com/c1108--Avid--Pro_Tools_Software




 



Jriver Initial Setup for Audio: 

 

Settings made under the TOOLS/OPTIONS menus need only be done once 

for most playback, ripping, and upsampling sessions. 

 
Occasionally you may output rips or resampled files to a different Drive/Folder Location. 

 

Occasionally you will Change the Folder label Style, especially if you rip 

a CD that is a collection of many different artists or symphonic pieces. 













 



Jriver CD Ripping Process: 



Optimizing Computer and House Electrical Circuit for best rips: 

You will get listenable rips if you do none of the things below.  But the rips will be noticeably better if you follow guidelines below. 

 

The most import thing to do is Rip to a Solid State Drive (SSD).  This can be an internal SSD drive or a USB thumb drive. 

After you have made the rip, you can copy files to a spinning hard drive (e.g. 1-2 terabyte drive) with no loss of quality.  

 

Rip at 4x or 8x speed.  Most computers default to a 16x or 24x speed. 

 

For your first rip of the day, I suggest that you rip one or two tracks to your SSD and then delete them.  This will warm up the laser and electronics 

involved in ripping . 

 

Unplug or turn off any external USB (other than the SSD you are ripping to) or other devices attached to your computer, e.g. external USB spinning 

drives, scanners, printers, etc. Any device drawing power from the computer at the time of ripping may affect rip quality. 

 

If you use a laptop for ripping, unplug the AC cord and rip using the battery. 

 

Leave internet and antivirus on.  (need internet on to enable software to collect metadata) 

 

Household variables:  Please keep in mind that household variables may affect the quality rips.   

A number of things in your home may add noise to the AC circuit or add vibration to the floor that could affect the accuracy of the laser in the optical 

drive when ripping.  Listed below are some things to be aware of.   

 Air conditioners and Furnaces running or other large motors running – affect electric grid & cause vibrations.  

 Washer and Dryers running– affect electric grid & cause vibrations. 

 Dimmer switches – especially those running halogen lamps, but possibly others – turn them off 

 Large Screen TV’s – Turn them off. 

 Large banks of Florescent lights – especially the 4 & 8 foot long variety such as those use in a garage or shop – Turn them off. 

 Time of Day or Night – AC power grid is “dirtier” during the day and evening.   Rips at night are likely to be cleaner 















 



Jriver Upsampling/Transcoding Process: 
 

In Demo we are changing a 16 bit – 44.1K samples/second file to a new file with a 24 

bit word length and 88.2k samples/second. 

 

These permanently upsampled files sound better than 16-44.1 files upsampled to 24-88 

“on the fly” during playback.  Upsampling to 24-88 or higher often smoothes out some 

of the piercing high frequency sounds often heard on older CD’s and usually makes the 

sound stage sound broader. 

















 


